
 

Meet the 
Panelists 

 
When you’ve have a smart concept you think is valuable OR a good idea that needs to be 
defined OR an invention or improvement that’s been running around inside your head OR 
you’ve already got your prototype but you need to protect it OR you want to know what to 
do next, then this is the time to come to a Pitch it to the Panel™ session. 
 

At this get together, anyone with a new and workable idea has a chance to speak to a 
knowledgeable group of professionals, specialists, entrepreneurs and inventors.  
 

Confidentiality is assured as everyone present signs a Non-Disclosure Agreement which 
means that your ideas and inventions are treated with the due privacy and respect they 
require at whatever stage you are at in your inventor’s journey. PITTP™ is where you can 
get guidance, assistance and invaluable advice to move your project forward. 

 

Meet the members of the official PITTP™ Panel 
 
 

Harry Bartelink 

Harry is an electronics fundi who was introduced to electronics when he was 14, 
and being fanatically interested in the subject, as a young inventor and budding 
entrepreneur, by age 17 he’d designed and built a disco unit and amplifier during 
school holidays and weekends where It turned out to be a good way to earn money 
while still at school! On leaving school he qualified at the Bulawayo Technicon. He 
started Bartronics, an electronics security product manufacturing company in 1988, 
a company he still runs today. Still full of ideas, Harry is still inventing! 

 

His other interests include karate, motorsport, creating/inventing, life coaching, motivational speaking and 
self-improvement.  
 

He has served as a panelist for the Institute for 8 years and offers advice to inventors on a variety of subjects 
including electronics, invention process, and prototyping and running a business. 
   

 

Leslie Becker 
Leslie is a professional industrial designer with a B-Tech in Industrial Design (1999) 
from the University of Johannesburg. He consults as a specialist in product design, 
prototyping, tooling, production and many aspects surrounding this process of taking 
product/s to market.  
 
He is currently contracted as Industrial Design Specialist to the Vaal University of 
Technology. His experience includes 22 years in Industrial Design and product 
development, 10 of which include Design for Additive Manufacturing, 3D printing, 

applying biomimicry principles (that form a part of disruptive technologies), Industry 4.0 and new technologies 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Dagmar Breiling 

Dagmar is the driving force behind Funding Connection, a multi-service financial 
advisory service company based in Hillcrest, KZN. She is a serial entrepreneur and 
an international Funding Strategist with an MSc (Economics) from the University of 
Kiel, Germany.  
 
Her previous career experience has included working as a project manager at the 
German Economic Development Corporation where she managed support 
programs for both start-up and expanding businesses. She then diverted her 

attention and became a business lecturer, conducting and organising various topical workshops.  
 
Under her mandate and sharing her skills, experience and expertise, she has also offered a variety of 
internships and apprenticeships for the disadvantaged youth. After establishing an extensive and reputable 
career in Germany, Dagmar relocated to South Africa and started her company Funding Connection. Here 
she (and her highly-regarded team) offers a professional and personalised service in their aim to grow the 
South African economy, one business at the time, through the development of local entrepreneurs and start-
ups. Their understanding and knowledge about the various Government (and similar) funding opportunities 
available to South African SMMEs is well known. 

 

Conrad Coetzee  
Conrad was born and educated in Gauteng, South Africa. He graduated from the 
Pretoria Technicon with a BTech Electronics Degree in High Frequency Electronics. He 
has also done many in-house certificate training courses with several leading 
companies in the field. 
 

He started as an Electronic Support Generalist with MB Silicon Systems, where after 
five years he was appointed Technical Manager. In mid-2009 he joined corporate 
business sector starting as a Field Application Engineer then being promoted to Product 
Manager (9 Franchises and 500 customers ranging from Tracking, Telemetry Alarm, 

Control instrumentation and Military). Simultaneously he took charge of Marketing, Key Account sales and Special 
Projects.  
 

Early 2020 he completed an honours degree (cum laude) with the University of Texas Austin in Artificial 
intelligence and Machine learning, and has travelled extensively in Europe to enhance his knowledge.  
 
Essentially an Engineering Product Manager, over the past 18 career years in electronic design and research 
businesses, Conrad has gained extensive experience in product design and management, marketing, 
engineering, risk management, telecommunications, logistics and project management … and more. 

 

Ryan Coomer 
Ryan is a Brand and Marketing Executive who partners with CEOs, executives, 
inventors and solopreneurs to grow their personal and professional brands, as well as 
identifying markets for the commercialization of products. After spending nearly a 
decade working in Advertising and marketing for multimillion Rand brands, Ryan 
knows what truly drives conversions, engagement and awareness. Understanding 
your market and audience is key to creating better sales and engagement. 
 

Ryan holds a BA in communications from Vega University. Currently he is the 
Business Commercial Director for a business within an internationally recognized 

conglomerate. He has served as a panelist for the Institute for 8 years and offers advice to inventors on 
marketing, advertising, communication and using unique concepts to promote growth and scalability 
 



Darrell Culverwell  

Born in the Namibian desert, with a natural inclination for business, Darrell found 
himself completing his B.Com (Entrepreneurial) at the University of Johannesburg, 
before working in Finance for De Beers Group. Confronted by the need to be closer 
to the engineering world, he returned to university and completed his B.Sc. in 
Mechanical Engineering at University of the Witwatersrand. Sharpening his 
engineering skills in the development of mining equipment, he decided to combine 
his business and engineering experience and went on to co-found EDC 

(Engineering Design Consultants). EDC is an engineering firm focused on the development of engineered 
products and solutions for Aeronautical, Electrical and Mechanical systems.  
 

Rina Gunter 
Gunter Attorneys was established in 2011 by Rina Gunter. Rina is a South African 
patent attorney and an attorney of the High Court of South Africa. She holds a 
science degree in metallurgy and chemistry, as well as a law degree. She has over 
25 years’ experience as a patent attorney and specialises in drafting, filing and 
prosecuting of local and international patent, design and trade mark applications on 
behalf of both South African and foreign-based applicants. Rina also advises on 
commercialisation of intellectual property rights, including licensing, manufacturing, 
development, software development, service level, distribution, franchise, 
technology transfer, supply and the like IP agreements. 

 

 

Ken Hawksworth 
C. Eng,  M I Mech. E,  MCMI  
The UK’s loss was South Africa’s gain when Ken decided to settle in this country 
in the early 80’s. He currently manages his own company where he manufactures 
and sells pool accessories which he invented and patented. He has had a wealth 
of experience in executive and general management in the technical and 
engineering fields, working for well-established companies in a variety of roles both 
here and in the UK.  

 

After school he studied further, completed a comprehensive 5-year engineering apprenticeship and didn’t 
look back as he grew through positions including Project and Manufacturing Manager; Production and 
Technical Operations Manager; Engineering Services Manager and Works Engineer and others besides. 
Ken has been active in the III since 2003, is now a Director and Trustee of the Institute and has held the 
position of Chairman since 2012. He is also a Panel member for the Institute where his hands-on experience 
and engineering background enables him to give wide-ranging advice on all sorts of subjects suited to 
invention and innovation. 
 
 

Lisa Illingworth 
Lisa is a qualified educator turned entrepreneurial educationalist and co-founder 
of FutureproofSA. This business is designed to catalyze entrepreneurial thinking 
and action in children across South Africa employing over 40 entrepreneurs as 
coaches. 
 

Lisa holds a post-graduate degree in education specializing in curriculum studies 
from the University of the Witwatersrand and has written a full curriculum in 
entrepreneurial studies that forms the foundation for what Futureproof teaches 

children from the age of 6 years old. She found her love for entrepreneurship whilst working as a journalist 
for Finweek Magazine for 3 years and then moved onto hosting radio shows and a talk show on television 
focused on educating and inspiring entrepreneurs. 
 

Lisa has also successfully pitched in the reality television series, Shark Tank and won investment. She has 
been invited to guest lecture at numerous educational institutions on the subject of entrepreneurship 



education and has been invited to speak both locally and internationally; she hosts workshops regularly with 
school heads and educators to amplify entrepreneurial education at school level. 
 

In 2018, Lisa was awarded an Imagine Award for the work FutureproofSA does in alleviating poverty through 
entrepreneurial education; to date, the company has reached over 2500 children across South Africa. 
 

Christina Louw 
Christina joined Gunter Attorneys in March 2019. She is a patent attorney in 
training with an M.Sc. in Pharmaceutical Chemistry from North-West University 
(Potchefstroom campus). She is an attorney of the High Court of South Africa and 
at Gunter Attorneys, attends to patent and trade mark filings and prosecution of 
local and international patent and trade mark applications on behalf of both South 
African and foreign based clients. Further, she has two years' experience in the 
synthesis of novel drug molecules and has worked for 3 years in product 

stewardship, which manages the life cycle impacts of products on safety, health and environmental aspects 
 

  

Matt Moolman  

Matt has had a colourful and varied career and has travelled 
extensively to places most people just read about! In the early ‘80s he 
went on a business trip to Australia where by chance he was introduced 
to the healing powers of the tea tree plant, something the Aboriginal 
peoples had known and used for centuries. 
 

When Moolman saw its antibacterial, antifungal and analgesic 
potential, he immediately thought of fire protection and burn-relief 
products, and Burnshield was conceived to be launched 1984, after 

some three years of experimentation and hard slog.  Matt is no longer involved in the company or the products 
he founded but he certainly showed how imagination, application and perseverance paid off.  
  

He is also well-known for his work in the agricultural sector with research and development in soils, agronomy 
and animal feed production as well as intense and highly successful research work in animal husbandry. 
Matt is a man of many talents, and being constantly on the lookout for the next solution, he is still inventing!  
 

He has been involved with the III for a long time and currently serves as a Trustee, Director and PITTP™ 
panelist. 

 

Christo Rossouw 

Christo is an award-winning Product Developer, Inventor and Innovator as well as 
a Maker, Designer and Novelist with some 15 years’ experience in entrepreneurial 
business management and business coordination. He has excellent knowledge of 
product development and the invention process including the implementation of 
new contracts, projects and invention initiatives. 
 

He founded Rossouwtech in 2013, and manages this company that specialises in 
design and innovation of new products, technologies and concepts; package 
design; sell sheet/flyer design; mock-ups and prototyping.  

 

Prior to this he established, ran and sold two other companies, Rossouwmed, 2017 - 2020, a local 
manufacturer of medical training aids and kits and from 2006 – 2019, RD'S Signs and Graphix, a large format 
printing and design business that specialised in the print, design and engineering of signage for trade and 
industry, retail and the public. 
 

He holds several patents, is actively working on various innovation projects and has won numerous well-
known awards for his inventions. With his hands-on experience and a serious array of skills to offer, Christo 
is well positioned to assist Inventors and Innovators. He is an Exco member of the III and a PITTP Panelist. 

 
 
 



Guy Schwartz 
Guy fell in love with computers at the age of 13, wanting to know how they worked.  
He has been in the IT industry for well over 35 years and understands the intricacies 
of computers and everything related to them.  He has a broad knowledge on many 
subjects giving him the title “Jack of all Trades, Master of Many”.  Throw a problem 
his way and he will find a solution, no matter what area it lies in.  His strength lies in 
his strategic thinking and the way he solves problems … he finds the quickest solution 
to the largest problem.  He is steadfast, reliable, and a popular person which may be 

why many of his clients have remained with him for over 30 years.  Guy trained and taught IT for many years, 
sharing his extensive knowledge and skills.  After running and managing his own IT business, Guy changed 
tack completely, and can now be found solving problems of a totally different nature, running a 
DIY/Handyman business with IT still featuring in his services. He loves tinkering and making things. 

 

Luke Shaw  
From Johannesburg, Luke sought to satisfy his early intrigue for aircraft by 
completing his B.Sc. in Aeronautical Engineering at the University of the 
Witwatersrand. He spent several years as a Design Engineer in the corporate sector 
working on the development of material handling machinery, but then developed an 
appetite for business and the freedom of working for himself. The opportunity to 
further explore the possibilities of engineering was too good to let pass so he co-
founded EDC. Engineering Design Consultants is an engineering firm focused on the 
development of engineered products and solutions for Aeronautical, Electrical and 

Mechanical systems. Luke is a certified SolidWorks (Dassault Systems) professional 
 

 
Gavin Symanowitz 
Dr. Gavin Symanowitz is an actuary with a PhD in Mathematical Statistics. He formerly 
headed up Strategic Product Innovation for Investments at First National Bank 
(recognized as the World's Most Innovative Bank) for over five years. He won the 
prestigious ‘Innovator of the Year’ award in 2008, and subsequently left the bank to 
found FeedbackRocket (formerly GetAGreatBoss.com), a revolutionary web-based 
business that has won a number of international awards for innovation. 
 

Gavin was featured in the Harvard Business Review article ‘Learn How to Think 
Different(ly)’ and is a Thought Leader on the South African Innovation Network. He 
has been a regular finalist in numerous international open innovation competitions. 

He has also written a weekly column in Finweek on the topic of innovation. 
 
 

José Ventura 
José, the founder of José Ventura Studios, is an inventor, licensor and mentor, with 
a background in interactive art. He is based in Cape Town. 
 

He combines his skillset of ideation and prototyping to earn royalties on his 
inventions for as he says “it takes many ideas to find the good ones, and so I prefer 
a lean approach to getting ideas to market by securing licensing agreements with 
open innovation companies … this approach to getting an invention to market just 
makes more sense to me.”  Working with one of the leading agents in New York, 
José has licensed out his IP to open innovation companies in return for royalties, so 

he has direct and active experience in licensing to share. 
 

As Patineur, José has worked for many well-known international artists in this specialised art form and 
besides, has restored bronzes by the likes of Anton Van Wouw and Eduardo Villa on behalf of Stephen Weltz 
& Co and Strauss and Co.  
 

José was appointed an Executive Member for the Institute of Inventors and Innovators in September 2020, 
is the host of the III Inventors Club and also serves as a panelist for Pitch it to the Panel™. 



 

Elizabeth Wolmarans 
She hails from New Zealand but has made South Africa her home. She holds honours 
in a Bachelor of Technology and Engineering in Product Development and has more 
than a decade of professional experience in developing products for clients.  
 

Through her company, Aveti (Pty) Ltd. Elizabeth provides a project management 
service - essentially she takes products from idea and/or concept, through the 
development process and into manufacture.  
 
She is now a serving Executive Committee member of the III and part of the group of 

subject specialists for Pitch it to the Panel – the confidential advisory service offered to III members. 

 
 

 

 

This is the expert group of subject specialists who serve on the 
panel for our Pitch it days. 

     
Not all serve on any one day.  

 
They readily share their wisdom, experience and knowledge and 

we are most appreciative of the professional and skills-based 
volunteer work that they do on our behalf. 

  
 

 

 

 


